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Abstract

This paper presents a recursive algorithm to recover the 3D structure and motion
of a planar facet moving with arbitrary but constant motion relative to a single cam-
era. By integrating discrete measurements of visual motion over time, the algorithm
imposes a coupling between the scene structure and rotational motion otherwise ab-
sent in instantaneous motion processing. The algorithm disambiguates between the
two possible values of the rotational motion which arise from instantaneous process-
trig, and shows considerable robustness to noise and small camera angles.

1 Introduction

The direct determination of the 3D disposition and motion of rigidly moving planar
surfaces from a sequence of images was the subject of considerable research effort in
the first half of the last decade. More recently, relatively more attention has been
paid to the recovery of 3D features of lower dimensionality (points, lines and curves),
which are more easily and accurately recovered, with surfaces being recovered by
grouping at a higher level, if at all. This avoids the thorny issue of segmentation
until 3D information is available. Lately, however, there has been a resurgence of
interest in direct surface recovery to provide simple navigational aids for autonomous
vehicles, where the issue of segmentation is simplified to be one of distinction between
negotiable planar surface and obstacle (eg [3, 5]).

There have been several approaches to direct planar surface recovery, some using
the discrete image motion found from identifying and tracking a small number of
distinctive image features [20, 13]. Others have assumed that only edge-normal
components of visual motion are available, as obtained from some edge or gradient
based image processing [2]. Use has been made of the derivatives of visual motion
[12, 14, 18] and various commitments to least squares analysis have been made
[2, 15, 9]. A radically different approach was taken in [17] where changes in image
brightness were used directly to recover the structure and motion of a planar surface.
Other methods of recovery have involved direct analysis of the motion of contours
[11,6].

A common difficulty with the techniques is that of high sensitivity to noise.
Those methods using a small number of discrete points tend to be particularly frag-
ile (eg [20, 13]), but even those using a large number of points in a least squares
approach are not particularly robust (eg [16]). A first and fundamental problem,
and this applies generally to structure from motion recovery, is the difficulty of
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distinguishing in an instantaneous motion field the image motion induced by rota-
tion from that induced by translation. (By instantaneous processing we mean the
exclusive use of visual motion data derived from images separated by some small
time difference.) This problem is exacerbated as the angle of view of the camera
is reduced [16]. A second problem is that there may be multiple solutions to the
instantaneous recovery of structure and motion — these have been analysed for the
case of a planar facet in [13, 15].

Both these problems can be mitigated by considering the motion of the surface
over extended periods of time. Differences between translation and rotation then
become apparent, because rotational motion is re-coupled to the scene structure, a
coupling absent in the expressions for visual motion (as a glance at Equation (1)
below will confirm). It is possible too to distinguish between the multiple solutions
postulated by instantaneous processing. To achieve re-coupling it is necessary to
incorporate all measurements over a sequence, and not merely use a previous solution
as a good starting point for the next frame of instantaneous processing, as was the
case in [9]. In this paper therefore we propose the use of an extended Kalman Filter
(EKF) to update the structure and motion estimation. The Kalman filter is now
well-used for structure-from-motiou problems (eg [19, 10, 7, 1]). Of these, ref. [7]
demonstrates recovery of a planar surface, but using a model-based description of
an object to be found on the ground plane and ref. [19] examines the situation when
the movement was constrained to lie in a plane. This paper looks at the problem of
arbitrary, though constant, motion with respect to the plane.

The next section describes the geometry relating 2D visual motion and 3D scene
motion. In section 2 we show how the scene evolves over time and in section 3 we
incorporate our measurement and scene models into an EKF. The final section gives
some results and early conclusions.

2 Scene and image geometry

The camera and scene geometries under consideration are shown in Figure 1. The
camera's optic axis defines z, and the image plane lies in the :ri/-plane at z = — 1.
The lens is assumed to be optically equivalent to a pinhole lj'ing at the origin of the
Oxyz coordinate system. Under the perspective transformation, scene points R =

\
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Figure 1

(A', Y. Z)T are imaged at r = (x,y, — 1)T given by r = —R/Z. The projected motion
in the image is the time differential of the above, that is r = —R/Z + R(R • z)/Z2 .
Now the scene motion R of a point with respect to the camera can be written in
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terms of instantaneous rectilinear and angular velocities, V and fi, as R = V-ffMR,
so that the projected motion is given in terms of the scene motion and structure as

V (V • z)
r = -— - v ; r + ftAr + (fiAr • z)r . (1)

However, the recovery of scene structure and motion involves the determination
of Z, V and fi from measurable visual motion, which is unlikely to equate to the
projected motion derived above [21]. The method we will use to recover motion from
real imagery detects and tracks edge elements from frame to frame [4], combining
some of the accuracy of a strong token tracking scheme with the dense coverage of
a gradient-based scheme. Experience of recovering structure and motion using data
computed by this method [16] suggests that it provides data which broadly agree
with Equation (1), though because the visual motion recovery is based on local edge
information, it recovers only edge-normal components of visual motion, the vernier
velocities, v.

Now any component v of a vector r obeys v = (r • v), where v is broken into
its magnitude v and the unit direction vector v. Thus, taking the scalar product of
v with Equation (1) we have

v = J_X_Xl _ (XJ2il_l) + ( n A r . v ) + (fiAp-iKr-v), (2)

and the recovery of scene structure and motion now involves the recovery of Z, V
and fl from the image observables (v,r). Now, whereas recovery is possible using
observables (r,r) and Equation (1), it proves impossible using (v, r) and Equation 2,
as may be shown using an information counting argument [2]. To solve for structure
and motion from vernier velocities, some extra constraint is required, and here it is
that all scene points under consideration lie on a single planar facet in the scene.

The planar constraint

The scene planar facet is defined by R • N = — D, where the unit normal N points
out of the solid surface, and D is the perpendicular distance from the camera origin
to the planar surface. Using the equation for perspective projection the reciprocal
depth of a scene point is found as Z~x = (r • N)/D. When this is substituted into
Equation (2), the magnitude of the vernier velocity becomes

v = - ( ^ ) (r • N) [(V • v) + (V • z)(r • v)] + (fiAr • v) + (fiAr • z)(r • v) ,(3)

where the rectilinear velocity V has been separated into its magnitude V and direc-
tion V.

From eight or more measurements of (v, r), it is possible at an instant to recover
the eight independent scene parameters V (two parameters), Cl (three), N (two),
and the inverse "time-to-contact" r = V/D (one) [2]. However, as we noted in the
introductory section, instantaneous algorithms prove rather sensitive to noise in the
input visual motion, parti}' because rotation is decoupled from the scene structure.

3 Evolution of scene parameters

Although rotation and structure are decoupled at any instant, a direct coupling can
be established by considering the evolution of the scene over time.
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First consider the unit surface normal. It varies as

dt

For simplicity, this work considers the evolution of the scene under the assumption
that the scene velocities V and fi remain constant over time. Hence we can write
the variation of N in integral form as

N(<) = Rot(<)N(0)

where Rot(i) is the 3 x 3 orthonormal rotation matrix representing a rotation of
angle M about the axis fi. Writing C = cos U,t and 5 = sin fit it is straightforward
to show that

N(0 = ( l - C ) ^ n + CN(0) + S ^ l . (4)

Secondly, we consider the evolution of the inverse time to contact, r(t) = V/D.
As V is assumed constant we need only consider the variation of D(t). Recalling
that D{t) = -R[t) • N(i) and differentiating, we find

D{t) = -R-N{t)-R-j-tTS = -(V + fiAR)-N(0-R-(fiAN(0)

= -VV-N(f ) .

Substituting the expression for N(<) and integrating we obtain

/' b{t)it = -V f f(l - c)(*-")("-*(0)) + Cv • N(0) + S^M] dt.
o Jo [ si Si J

Thus D{t) = D{0) - V\{t) where

and so the update equation for the inverse time to contact is

4 The Kalman Filter
Equations (4) and (5) describing the evolution of the scene structure, N, and inverse
time to contact, r, are non-linear. We therefore use the formalism of the extended
Kalman filter to update the state over time.

The state vector describing the scene at discrete times t*. (fc = 0,1,...) is X(jt).
The image measurements are non-linear functions of the state and are available at
the discrete times £*. In our case the measurements will be the magnitudes t>, of
the vernier velocities v,, i = l , . . . ,m , and we assume that the positions r,- and
directions v, of the vernier velocities are exact. We will write the m x 1 vector of
magnitudes as z. They are related to the state by z = h(X(tj) + d*, where h is a
non-linear vector-valued observation model and d/t is an uncorrelated, zero mean,
Gaussian noise sequence defined by £[d<,] = 0 and ^[d.dj] = 5,_,R. The state
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vector at time 2fc+1 is related to that at t^ by X(^+i) = f (X(^), u^) + e^ where f is a
non-linear, vector valued, state transition function; u^ is a control input (here zero);
and ej,. is an uncorrelated, zero mean Gaussian noise sequence define by £[et] = 0
with £[e,ej] = <5,-,Q. The estimate of the state vector at time t^ using all the
data available up to and including that obtained at t^ is denoted by X^i/t). If this
estimate is used to predict the state at some later time £<,.+i without using the data
collected at <*+], the prediction is denoted X(J.+] |A).

Ignoring u, the state prediction is X(t+i|t) = f(X(jt|fc)), and the prediction of
covariance is P(it+i|*:) = VfP(t|;t)Vf7' + Q ^ . Using the data collected at tk+i, the
inverse covariance matrix (or information matrix) and state are updated as [8]

P(i+HM-U = P(*W) + V h R r

where the Kalman gain matrix is found as

In these expressions Vf is the Jacobian of f and Vh is the Jacobian of h, both
evaluated at X ( t ) = X(A..+1|t).

The form of the state vector

Although only eight independent quantities are recoverable, the state vector X
adopted here has ten members:

x = (vx,vy,vt,n,,iiy,n..,NT,NV,NZ,T)T .

The two superfluous parameters are constrained by demanding that V and N are
unit vectors. To achieve this two further measurements are appended. If there are
m visual motion observations z = (i>i... vm)T we add the two measurements

-m+i - Vt* + Vy
2 + V:

2 = 1 , and zm+2 = Nx
2 + Ny

2 + A r/ = 1 .

Although strictly both measurements are noiseless (dm+i = dm+2 = 0) because the
inverse of R is required their variances are set very small, but finite.

Deriving the Jacobians

Under the assumption of constant motion, the 10x10 Jacobian matrix Vf can be
broken down into components as:

V f -

Here I3 and 03 are 3 x 3 identity and zero matrices, respectively. The 3 x 3 matrices
A, B, the 3 x 1 vectors a, b, c, and the scalar g are found by differentiating Equations
(4 ) and (5) with respect to the state variables. In detail these quantities are found
as follows.

Is
03

o3
a T

o3
I3
A3

b r

o3
0 3

B3

cT

0
0
0

9
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From Equation (4):

AU = dNi(t)/dn,(o) = ̂  [ ^ (st - v •(1-C)<5,-

Also from Equation (4),

Bit = dN,(t)/8N,(0) = (1 - C ) ^ i + C«l7 - Suik^

From Equation (5), the components of a are:

8r(t) r(0)
- T(0)A

The components of b are:

where

8SI, U-T(0)\\ dSli

' (v-n)(n-N)

n • N ^ v • siNj (v • n)(n • N)n,-

+ V • (fiAN) [ ^ i - 2(1 - C)] - (1 - C)(VAN),-

n2

Similarly,

c, =
r(0) I2 8A

ayv, Ll -T (0 )AJ JWi

where
5-

+

n2
(VAO),

' n2

The final component, the scalar g, is given by
n2

The second Jacobian, Vh, has elements Vh,j = dv,/dXj. For the measurements of
visual motion (/ = 1,..., m) the rows have identical form:

Vh;i = -r(r , • N)cos/),- Vh,2 = — 7"(r: • N)sinp,-
Vh,-3 = -r(r , • N)(r, • v.) Vhi4 = sin/),- + 3/,-(r,- • v,)
Vhi5 = -cosp; - 3r;(r, • v.) Vhl6 = -y,cospi + i.sinp,-
Vhl7 = -T[(V • v,•) + (V • z)(r, • Vi)]Xi Vh!8 = -r[(V • v.) + (V • z)(r,- • v,)]j/,-
Vhi9 = r[(V • v,) + (V • z)(r, • v,)] Vh,,o = -[(r,- • N)(V • v,)

The remaining two rows m+1 and 771 + 2 corresponding to the two constraint measurements
have zero elements save for:

Vh,,1+1,, = 2VX; Vhm+lt2 = 2l> ; Vhm+1,3 = 2V,
Vhm+2l7 = 2NX; Vhm+2i8 = 2Ny; Vhm+2,9 = 27V. .
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5 Experiments

The performance of the filter has been explored on simulated motion data. As an
example Figure 2 first shows successive frames of motion derived for the following
scene

V = (0.0 0.0 - 1.0)T n = (0.0 0.0 O.lf N = (0.0 0.995 - 0.0995)7" T = 0.1

(one can imagine the camera to be diving gently towards the ground, rolling to port).
The field of view was 40°. After finding the full motion at points, vernier velocities

Figure 2: Three successive motion frames and the evolution over time for the ten
members of the filter and plant state vectors.

were obtained b}' projection onto randomly chosen directions. In this experiment,
the magnitudes were corrupted with ~ 20% noise by multiplying by 1 + e(0,0.2)
where t(a,a) deliver a random number from a Gaussian distribution with mean a
and standard deviation a. The rest of Figure 2 shows in detail the convergence of
the ten elements of filter state towards that of the plant. (Note that the rotation
about the z-axis causes both Nx and Ny to vary sinusoidally.) After 100 frames,
the simulation ends with the steep rise of r = V/D towards infinity as the camera
impacts the ground.
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6 Conclusions
We have described an Extended Kalman Filter algorithm which utilizes vernier
image velocities to integrate the ten states describing a moving planar surface over
time, under the assumption of constant scene motion relative to the camera.

The experiments to date have shown the filter algorithm to function satisfacto-
rily with ~ 10 20% noise in the input and fields of view of ~ 20°, a considerable
improvement in robustness over instantaneous measurements. Experiments are un-
derway to use the filter with motion data computed from real imagery captured from
a camera moved by a robot arm. The motion of the camera may well not agree with
the model and the visual motion data will almost certainly contain errors which lie
outside the model of white noise assumed here. Only when these results are available
can a proper assessment of the filter's performance be made.

Initializing EKFs with a large number of parameters appears to be a black art,
and a considerable amount of testing will be required to gain an empirical feel for
the behaviour of the present filter, especially when initialized near an ambiguous
solution, or when the plant model is incorrect, for example, if the motion were not
quite constant.

Finally we note that the equations used in the updating are surprisingly involved
for so simple a scene model, and require a good deal of computation. To what extent
this can be reduced, for example, by using look-up tables for trigonometry, remains
to be investigated. In broader terms, the high cost raises the question of whether
such a filter captures the essence of the problem.
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